
RENT RENT HOLIDAY APARTMENT ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO

ROSIGNANO MARITTIMO - RIF.AF-88 - CASTIGLIONCELLO – QUERCETANO - FIRST ROW WITH EXCEPTIONAL SEA VIEW.In one of the most exclusive buildings of the renowned Quercetano Bay of Castiglioncello, with a spectacular view of the sea and famous pine forest of Castiglioncello Promontory; we offer for rent this exclusive apartment "pied dans l'eau" located directly on the cliff, with private access to the sea and exclusive solarium area front sea. The apartment has independent access and an exclusive cover parking space, inside a bright and spacious living area with two panoramic windows and a door window which gives access to the large and enjoyable outdoor terrace facing the sea, and from which anyone is struck by the exceptional panoramic views and privacy, the kitchen area is independent and also well windowed while the night area includes a large sea view room with exclusive service as well as a further and complete second service. The apartment has been renovated and is in perfect conditions of use;  Annexed to the apartment an exclusive room with shower located at sea level. This apartment is one of the most sought after and exclusive properties of Castiglioncello, the characteristics that characterize it are, the exceptional sea view, the access to the private sea with the solarium area equipped with a cabin and shower, ease of parking and the proximity to the center of the country. We are available for any further information and visits by and appointment in our studio.

1 bedroom, 2 bathrooms, Furnished, Parking space, Living room, Large terrace, Proximity to the sea
.

Floor: ultimo

Surface: 50 mq

Energetic class: G

Price: € 950,00
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